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Abstract: We propose and experimentally demonstrate a new method to 
extend the range of Brillouin optical time domain analysis (BOTDA) 
systems. It exploits the virtual transparency created by second-order Raman 
pumping in optical fibers. The idea is theoretically analyzed and 
experimentally demonstrated in a 50 km fiber. By working close to 
transparency, we also show that the measurement length of the BOTDA can 
be increased up to 100 km with 2 meter resolution. We envisage extensions 
of this technique to measurement lengths well beyond this value, as long as 
the issue of relative intensity noise (RIN) of the primary Raman pump can 
be avoided. 
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1. Introduction 
Brillouin optical time domain analysis (BOTDA) is a widely-used tool to develop distributed 
measurements of parameters along optical fibers. The main interest of BOTDA lies in the 
possibility to develop sensors for continuous monitoring of temperature and/or strain in 
optical fibers [1–5]. Additionally, BOTDA has been used to make power distribution 
measurements along optical fibers, enabling the measurement of fiber attenuation [6], 
chromatic dispersion [7] and parametric amplification [8]. The measurement range of 
BOTDA systems is normally lower than 50 km [9] and generally limited to 20-30 km, with a 
spatial resolution between 1 and 2 meters. The measurement range limitation is basically due 
to the fiber attenuation. The losses in the fiber cause a drop of signal contrast with distance 
and a growth in the measurement uncertainty, as a simple result of the pump power reduction 
that critically scales the actual gain. In these systems there is also a trade-off between 
resolution and measurement range. While it is desirable to have the highest possible 
resolution, this requires the use of short optical pulses, so the effective distance for 
amplification is reduced accordingly. This increases the difficulty in detection because the 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is reduced. To some extent, one can compensate this by raising 
the pump power. However, the pump power cannot be increased indefinitely since other 
competing nonlinear effects (modulation instability and Raman) and also significant pump 
depletion start to take place. Thus, depending on system requirements, one has to choose 
between short pulses for increased resolution, or longer pulses for increased range. Several 
studies have been realized to extend the system resolution without impairing the measurement 
range. These rely on signal processing methods [10, 11], distributed amplification along the 
fiber to overcome the fiber loss [12, 13], or a combination of both [14]. Interestingly, it was 
observed in [13] that bi-directional Raman amplification could yield a quasi-transparent 
propagation of the BOTDA signals along a 75 km fiber. 
The use of higher-order Raman amplification has been proposed to achieve virtual 
transparency in optical fibers [15]. Virtual transparency can be achieved in higher-order 
structures because the gain can be distributed very evenly along the fiber. A perfectly even 
distribution of the gain along the propagation distance can potentially lead to ideally lossless 
transmission if the gain value is set to match the losses. Lossless transmission is desirable 
since it is the working point that allows the minimization of the amplified spontaneous 
emission (ASE) noise build-up. In this paper we propose to use second-order Raman pumping 
to assist a BOTDA. A theoretical and experimental investigation of this possibility is carried 
out. Our experimental results show that the measurement range can be extended up to 100 km, 
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and even beyond if care is taken to avoid RIN issues [16, 17]. The main advantage of this 
technique over first-order Raman enhancement [13] is the possibility of generating a very 
even compensation of the losses along the fiber, leading to a sustained contrast of the 
Brillouin gain all along the fiber length, This technique can be useful in the development of 
ultra-long range Brillouin distributed sensors and chromatic dispersion distribution 
measurements. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the idea of higher-order Raman pumping 
is explored in the context of assisting a BOTDA scheme. In Section 3, we will show 
experimentally that virtual transparency is feasible. These results show that it is possible to 
obtain a significant performance improvement over conventional BOTDA when using the 
virtual transparency concept. Finally, we will expound the basic conclusions of our work. 
2. Theoretical analysis 
In this section we develop a theoretical analysis of BOTDA under second-order Raman 
pumping. The basic scheme considered in our analysis is depicted in Fig. 1. 
The scheme is comprised of a conventional BOTDA (with pump and probe signals 
launched at both ends) and a second-order Raman pumping configuration. Essentially, the 
Raman pumping scheme consists of two equal power primary pumps around 1365 nm that are 
launched from both sides of a standard single-mode fiber (SMF). This bi-directional pumping 
structure is combined with two fiber Bragg grating-reflectors (FBGs) positioned at both ends 
of the fiber. The central wavelength of the gratings is chosen to be 1455 nm, close to the first 
Stokes order of the Raman pumps operating at 1365 nm. Thus, the pair of gratings creates a 
cavity for the radiation at this wavelength. If the primary pumps power is above the threshold 
necessary for Raman gain to overcome the attenuation of the first Stokes, a stable secondary 
pump at 1455 nm is generated in the cavity through Raman lasing. This secondary pump 
presents a nearly constant power distribution along the fiber, and can therefore provide a 
nearly constant Raman gain to the BOTDA pump and probe that can be adjusted to closely 
match their attenuation at every step of the propagation. The choice of wavelengths in this 
structure has been dictated by the use of 1550 nm as the operating wavelength of the BOTDA. 
Although a wavelength slightly higher than 1366 nm for the primary pumps would have been 
desirable in order to maximize the Raman conversion to the 1455 nm component, the 
proximity of the water peak in the fiber attenuation profile (in the vicinities of 1370 nm) 
imposes a limitation to our choices. 
 
Fig. 1. Scheme analyzed. A 1365 nm Raman pump creates an ultra-long laser at 1455 nm. The 
power distribution of the mode at 1455 nm is such that creates very even gain distribution 
along the fiber at 1550 nm. If the adequate power levels are selected, this scheme allows 
virtually transparent propagation of the signals at 1550 nm. WDM: wavelength-division 
multiplexer, allowing efficient coupling of the 1365 nm and 1550 nm signals; FBGs: fiber-
Bragg gratings at 1455 nm. 
The system of equations describing the behaviour of the setup is given by the following: 
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In the above equations, the + and - superscripts represent forward and backward 
propagation respectively, the R1 and R2 subscripts identify, respectively, the first- and second-
order Raman pumps, and the B and S subscripts identify the Brillouin pump and probe waves. 
νi and ∆νi denote, respectively, the corresponding frequencies and bandwidths of the first- and 
second-order Raman pumps (in the case of the secondary pump this is limited by the 
bandwidth of the fiber Bragg gratings), αi are the fiber attenuations at each respective 
frequency and εi are the double Rayleigh scattering coefficients of the fiber at each particular 
frequency. gRx are the corresponding Raman gain coefficients for each of the Raman 
transitions (x=12 denotes the first to second-order Raman transition, x=2s is the transition 
from the second-order pump to the BOTDA signals). Finally, h is the Planck’s constant, kB is 
Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute temperature of the fiber. The fiber parameters used 
in the simulation are summarized in Table 1, and correspond to those of a conventional SMF. 
Table 1. Fiber parameters used in the simulations 
Wavelength (nm) gR α ε 
1365 0.51 W−1 km−1 0.31 dB/km 1.0 x 10−5 km−1 
1455 0.38 W−1 km−1 0.25 dB/km 6.0 x 10−5 km−1 
1550 - 0.2 dB/km 4.2 x 10−5 km−1 
The evolution of the Raman pumps and the Brillouin pump and probe signals along the 
fiber is obtained by solving numerically Eqs. (1)-(4) with the corresponding boundary 
conditions. The integration is done considering room temperature (25 °C) and typical values 
for the various SMF parameters (detailed in Table 1). The pumps are assumed to be 
depolarized, so the gain coefficients that appear on the table correspond to this case (i.e., have 
been multiplied by a factor 1/2). The full-width half-maximum (FWHM) reflection bandwidth 
of the fiber gratings is assumed to be 0.5 nm. These values match those that we will use in the 
experiment. The results are reported in the next section, together with the experimental 
results. 
3. Experimental setup and results 
We show now experimental results of BOTDA assisted by second-order Raman 
amplification. The experimental scheme used is depicted in Fig. 2. 
In the experiment, the Brillouin pump and probe waves are obtained from the same laser 
diode (LD) through the modulation technique [3]. This method ensures a constant pump-
probe frequency difference regardless of the absolute frequency changes of the laser. The LD 
emits at 1553.59 nm and has a narrow line-width (below 1 MHz). The output power of the LD 
is ~4 mW. We adjust the wavelength of the laser through current and temperature control. To 
obtain the pump and probe waves we split the laser light through a 50/50 optical coupler. The 
probe wave is obtained by amplitude modulation of the laser light (Modulator 2 in Fig. 2) 
which is driven by a frequency-agile microwave generator. The amplitude modulation creates 
two sidebands, separated from the pump by approximately the Brillouin frequency shift νB 
(~10.5-10.8 GHz) of the fiber under test. The carrier frequency is suppressed by properly 
setting the DC bias on the modulator. Although only the lower frequency sideband is used as 
probe wave, it must be mentioned that both sidebands propagate in the fiber. The higher-
frequency sideband can only be beneficial for the experiment because its only effect is to 
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amplify the pump pulse (it counter-propagates with respect to the pulse at the pump frequency 
plus the Brillouin shift). Nevertheless, its value is always in the range of microwatts or below, 
and therefore the gain on the pump pulse cannot be expected to exceed 0.1 dB. A suitable 
optical filter rejects the higher-frequency sideband before the detection. The probe wave 
power is adjusted using an optical attenuator. This adjustment is necessary to avoid any 
Brillouin pump depletion. 
 
Fig. 2. Experimental setup. LD: laser diode; EDFA: erbium-doped fiber amplifier; NOLM: 
nonlinear optical loop mirror; PC: polarization controller; VOA: variable optical attenuator; 
WDM: wavelength-division multiplexer; PS: polarization scrambler. 
To shape the pump pulse we use Modulator 1 as shown in Fig. 2. The pulse duration is 
chosen so that the pulse launched in the fiber has the target resolution. In the measurements of 
this paper this is 4 meters or 2 meters (40 ns or 20 ns). The maximum repetition rate is 
defined by the maximum length of the test fiber. In our case we fix this repetition rate to 800 
Hz. The pulse train obtained at the output of Modulator 1 is amplified using an Erbium Doped 
Fiber Amplifier (EDFA) and a tunable attenuator to control the output power. To minimize 
the Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE) added by the EDFA, we insert a tunable fiber 
Bragg grating working in reflection. The spectral profile is approximately Gaussian and its 
spectral width is 0.8 nm. A Nonlinear Optical Loop Mirror (NOLM) is inserted to increase as 
much as possible the extinction ratio of the pulse. This is essential to avoid SBS rise-up due to 
the low-level part of the pulse. The NOLM comprises a 50/50 coupler, a 4.4 km long DSF and 
an attenuator. This ensures more than 50 dB extinction ratio in the pulse, which is essential to 
achieve clean measurements. 
We monitor the pump power at the output of the NOLM using a calibrated coupler and a 
power-meter. A polarization scrambler (PS) is used to eliminate the dependence of the 
Brillouin gain on polarization. The fiber is connected to the common ports of two suitable 
WDMs. The primary Raman pump is a Raman Fiber Laser (RFL) emitting at at 1365 nm. The 
power of this laser can be tuned up to 5 W and the RIN specified by the manufacturer is ≤105 
dBc/Hz. The RFL beam is divided by a calibrated 50/50 coupler in two beams, and inserted 
through both sides of the fiber by the corresponding ports of the WDM. The cavity for the 
first-order Raman is created by inserting two FBGs at both ends of the fiber. The peak 
reflection of the FBGs appears at 1455 nm, and they show a FWHM of 0.5 nm with 80% 
reflectivity. 
In the detection part, the probe wave is filtered by a Bragg grating working in reflection 
and with a 0.16 nm bandwidth. This second grating has to reject the higher-frequency 
sideband, and thus it has to be very selective in frequency. By working close to the edge of 
the grating, we can maximize the rejection of the higher-frequency sideband in detection, 
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together with the Rayleigh backscattering from the pump, and improve the contrast of the 
whole trace. A tunable attenuator controls the power before detection, to avoid saturation of 
the fast InGaAs detector. 
Figure 3 shows two gain traces obtained with the setup, the red one without Raman 
pumping and the green one pumping in transparency conditions. Both traces are obtained for a 
~50 km fiber and 40 ns pulses. The figure clearly illustrates that the fiber works in virtual 
transparency conditions, the trace being basically flat all over the distance range, as expected 
from the theoretical prediction (shown in blue). Even the small residual variations are well 
accounted for with the model. However, a significant problem of the second-order Raman 
assisted configuration is that the trace is significantly noisier than in the non-assisted case. 
This is due to the transfer of relative-intensity noise (RIN) from the Raman pump to the signal 
[16,17]. For the sake of comparison, we also show the theoretical gain evolution for the case 
of first-order bi-directional Raman amplification, according to the experimental conditions 
and trying to work as close as possible to transparency (dashed line). It can be observed that 
the second-order amplification curve (blue) is considerably flatter than the first-order one 
(dashed). The total signal power variation with the first-order scheme amounts to 1.2 dB in 
the bi-directional scheme while it is only 0.2 dB in the second-order one. It can be shown that 
this advantage is even more pronounced in longer distances [15]. Therefore, in comparison 
with the first-order Raman amplification in a BOTDA design [13], the advantage of second-
order amplification is that it presents very small gain variations along the fiber length and can 
be made to compensate very evenly the losses along the fiber. 
 
Fig. 3. Experimental gain traces acquired for the ~50 km fiber with 40 ns pulses. Red curve 
shows the conventional BOTDA trace obtained for the maximum gain of the fiber (PB+=13.5 
mW, pulses have 40 ns width, PS-=0.5 µW). In green, the trace obtained with the same pulse 
width and probe power (PB+ is reduced to 7.5 mW to avoid Brillouin pump depletion, PS- is 
raised to 0.7 µW). The blue curve shows the simulated gain evolution (Eqs. (1-4) considering 
the experimental settings and the dashed curve shows the simulated gain evolution for the first-
order amplification configuration (see ref [13]. for details) considering the same experimental 
settings and trying to work as close as possible to transparency. Pump power at 1365 nm is 
approximately 470 mW from each side. 
The gain trace shown above has been obtained for 40 ns pulses, hence 4 meter resolution. 
In this situation self-phase modulation effects on the pulse are negligible due to the long pulse 
length used. Self-phase modulation effects on the Brillouin pump pulse become non-
negligible when we try to reduce the pulse length below this value [18,19]. Thus, for 20 ns 
pulses (2 meter resolution) the situation is slightly different. Some significant spectral 
broadening is accumulated in the Brillouin pump pulse upon propagation in the fiber due to 
SPM. This means that the effective gain bandwidth is also increased and therefore the 
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Brillouin gain at each point of the fiber is decreased accordingly. The final result is that the 
gain distribution does no long keep constant as in the above example, but decays as shown in 
Fig. 4 (green trace). This evolution can also be readily simulated by considering the 
experimental Brillouin gain bandwidth evolution along the fiber (see ref [18]. for details) and 
modifying the Brillouin gain in the above equations accordingly [20]. The simulated results 
are plotted in Fig. 4 (blue trace), together with the experimental values. Again, a relatively 
good match is found between the experimental and theoretical curves. 
 
Fig. 4. Experimental gain traces acquired for the 50 km fiber with 20 ns pulses. Red curve 
shows the conventional BOTDA trace obtained for the maximum gain of the fiber (PB+=14 
mW, pulses have 20 ns width, PS-=0.6 µW). In green, the trace obtained with the same pulse 
width and probe power (PB+ is reduced to 7.5 mW to avoid Brillouin pump depletion). The 
blue curve shows the simulated gain evolution (Eqs. (1-4) considering the experimental 
settings and the measured Brillouin gain broadening. Pump power at 1365 nm is approximately 
470 mW from each side. 
Since SPM implies a broadening of the Brillouin gain spectrum, the final consequence in 
terms of measurements is a certain growth in the uncertainty in the Brillouin shift 
determination along the fiber. This is somewhat similar (although less limiting) to 
conventional BOTDA setups in which the signal loss combined with SPM broadening causes 
a growth of the measurement uncertainty with the distance [18,19]. To overcome this 
problem, we can over-amplify (by simply raising the pump power) asymmetrically towards 
the end of the fiber, as shown in the frequency scan in Fig. 5(a). We can see that the gain 
measured towards the end of the fiber appears broader (which would conventionally mean 
that there is more uncertainty in the determination of the Brillouin shift). As can be seen in 
Fig. 5(b), the results are in excellent agreement with the numerical simulation, in which the 
variation of the gain bandwidth and its impact on the Brillouin gain coefficient have been 
taken into account. The measured gain bandwidth can be distinguished in Fig. 6(a). The 
broadening caused by SPM would, in transparency conditions, reduce contrast with distance. 
However, as we have also increased the gain contrast towards the end of the fiber by 
overamplifying and unbalancing the Raman pumps, the measurements are performed with a 
relatively constant quality over the whole fiber length, as shown in the difference between 
consecutive measurements shown in Fig. 6(b). The fact that the uncertainty is maintained 
along the whole fiber length is extremely valuable for measurement systems, since the 
specifications can be maintained regardless of system length. 
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Fig. 5. (a) Experimental gain frequency scan acquired for the 50 km fiber with 20 ns pulses, 
over-amplifying towards the end of the fiber to compensate the contrast loss due to SPM. The 
gain broadening is visible at the end of the fiber. (b) Measured BOTDA gain trace (green line) 
vs. numerical simulation. Power settings are as follows: PB+=9 mW, PS-=0.3 µW. Raman 
power is approximately 780 mW and 270 mW in counter- and co-propagating direction 
respectively. 
 
Fig. 6. Experimental gain frequency scan acquired for the 50 km fiber with 20 ns pulses. (a) 
Measured gain bandwidth showing the growth towards the end of the fiber. (b) Difference 
between consecutive measurements of Brillouin shift in the fiber. The results indicate that the 
uncertainty in the measured Brillouin shift remains basically constant along the whole fiber 
length, not being compromised by fiber attenuation or SPM broadening. Power settings are as 
follows: PB+=9 mW, PS-=0.3 µW, Raman power is approximately 780 mW and 270 mW in 
counter- and co-propagating direction (with respect to the Brillouin pump pulse) respectively. 
To explore the limits of this technique in terms of measurable length, we then insert a 100 
km fiber in the measurement setup. The Raman power is set to roughly 940 and 540 mW per 
each side, and the Brillouin power settings are PB+=10 mW and PS-=2 µW. The result of the 
frequency scan done is shown in Fig. 7(a). The Raman power delivered in the fiber is not yet 
enough to be in transparency and therefore the gain varies very significantly along the whole 
fiber length. In our measurement setup, higher pump powers also lead to higher RIN values in 
the Raman pumps, turning the measurement impossible due to the large RIN transfer. 
Nevertheless, even though not in transparency, the gain contrast in this non-ideal situation is 
still enough to perform Brillouin shift measurements along the complete fiber span. Figure 
7(b) shows the comparison of the measured gain trace and the theoretical trace expected. 
Again, the results are in good agreement with the model. 
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Fig. 7. (a) Experimental gain frequency scan acquired for the 100 km fiber span with 20 ns 
pulses. Significant gain broadening and Rayleigh scattering is visible in the trace. (b) Measured 
BOTDA gain trace (green line) vs. numerical simulation. Power settings are as follows: 
PB+=10 mW, PS-=2 µW. Raman power is approximately 943 mW and 585 mW in counter- and 
co-propagating direction (with respect to the Brillouin pump pulse) respectively. 
 
Fig. 8. Comparison of the retrieved Brillouin shift of the fiber using the second-order Raman-
assisted configuration (red line) and the conventional BOTDA configuration (results show up 
to 75 km). 
Figure 8 shows the retrieved Brillouin shift (red curve) with the second-order Raman-
assisted configuration and the results obtained with the plain BOTDA configuration (blue 
curve, results shown up to 75 km). Although the results at the beginning of the fiber 
accumulate more noise (due to RIN transfer), it is evident that the second-order Raman-
assisted configuration can deliver better results beyond 45 km and up to 100 km with a noise 
in the Brillouin shift not exceeding ±3 MHz. More progress in Raman pumps should enable 
lower RIN values in the pumps and therefore significantly improved results. Preliminary 
simulations indicate that using Raman pumps with sufficiently low RIN, the system could be 
tailored to have a measurement range of 150 km. 
4. Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have shown a new method to extend the range of Brillouin optical time 
domain analysis (BOTDA) setups. The proposed method relies on second-order Raman 
pumping in optical fibers. The clear advantage of the technique is that it requires no active 
remotely powered element along the sensing fiber to amplify and reshape the pump, by 
achieving a perfectly distributed gain. This makes possible to experimentally closely realize 
the ideal condition of a flat gain distribution along the sensing fiber, resulting in a position-
independent and uniform response with identical accuracy, if SPM effects can be made 
negligible using pulses with step edges. We have theoretically and experimentally 
demonstrated the concept in 50 km and 100 km fiber spans, showing obvious improvements 
over conventional BOTDA in very long-range setups. Compared to plain first-order 
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amplification, this technique has the advantage of minimizing the signal variations, potentially 
leading to perfectly even measurements along the fiber length. By working close to 
transparency, we have shown that the measurement length of the BOTDA can be increased up 
to 100 km with 2 meter resolution, the main limitation being the RIN transfer from the Raman 
pumps to the BOTDA signals. We believe that improved Raman pumps with lower RIN 
values may allow extending this technique to measurement lengths well beyond 100 km. 
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